
I'd like to see Jerry Hill and Leland Yee carry legislation to allow California counties to 
conduct all elections with only-Vote-by-Mail procedures. I hope that Riptide readers will 
criticize my draft and offer suggestions on how best to move forward. Thank you.  
 
Bill Bigler (a concerned poll worker) 
1063 Yosemite Drive, Pacifica, CA, 94044 
650-359-6588; wnbigler@aol.com 
*************************************** 

NOW IS THE TIME FOR MORE ELECTION 
LAW REFORM: 

Amend California election code section 4000-
4004 

Allow counties to use only-Vote-by-Mail 
procedures for all elections 

  

RECENT RELATED REFORMS 

California cannot change the oppressive 
election law setbacks, “reforms” in other 
states, which are intended to restrict citizens 
from registering, voting, etc.; but, we should 
continue to reform and optimize our own 
election law. 

  

You and other officers of California’s 
government have made great strides to 
enhance our democracy by reforming our 
election procedures.  Recent advances have 
been enthusiastically embraced by 
Californians, e.g., on-line voter registration 



and same-day registration.  

  

Slightly older reforms have included the 
evolution of “absentee ballots” to “vote-by-mail 
(VBM) ballots” to “no-excuse VBM” ballots and 
subsequently, in 2002, to the option to register 
as a “permanent VBM voter”.  

  

PROJECTION OF THE FUTURE FOR VBM 
IN CALIFORNIA 

The electorate’s choice of VBM registration 
has risen swiftly from less than 2% in 2000 to 
more than 50% in November 2012.  If this 
trend continues, the percentage VBM, of total 
registration, will probably be 63% to 68% by 
the 2016 election and 73% to 83% for the 
2020 election. 

  

How high must the VBM percentage be before 
we amend our election law to allow the logical 
reform of “only-VBM” elections? 

  

IMPACT OF ADOPTING only-VBM 
ELECTIONS IN 2013 vs. LATER 

After considering the ramifications of moving 



to only-VBM, please sponsor legislation so 
that this next reform is accomplished in 
2013.  Delay will squander tax dollars and 
lose potential voter participation. 

  

If the Legislature and Governor wait to enact 
only-VBM, the State will (a) unnecessarily 
spend many millions of tax dollars required to 
operate polling place elections, (b) not 
expedite reporting of election returns, (c) have 
failed to improve election access for 
disadvantaged and other voters, (d) missed 
having “greener” elections, and (e) missed an 
easy chance to expeditiously add to the 
current measures that assure that our 
elections are free of voter fraud.   
Appendices A-E provide information 
supporting (a)-(e). 

  

ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO ENACT only-VBM 
REFORM 

Elections are the responsibilities of County 
Election Officers and the Secretary of 
State.  Locally, County Boards of Supervisors 
are the authorities, who approve local 



procedures and assure compliance with state 
and federal law.  Currently, California election 
law code section 4000-4004 blocks counties 
from using only-VBM for elections that involve 
statewide issues (e.g., candidates for state 
offices, Congress and President, as well as 
amendments to the State 
Constitution).  Consequently, for a county to 
use only-VBM procedures for all elections 
California law would have to be reformed by 
action of the Legislature and Governor (which 
was done in Washington State, in 2005, when 
new law allowed each county to opt for only-
VBM elections) or by passing a Constitutional 
Amendment – a proposition in a statewide 
election – (which was done in Oregon, in 1998, 
when all counties were shifted to only-VBM, 
for all elections).  

Only-VBM is working well in both Oregon and 
Washington.  Recently the last polling place 
county in Washington changed to only-VBM. 

  

USE OF AND EXPERIENCE WITH Only-
VBM, IN CALIFORNIA 

Our Legislature has allowed sparsely 



populated California counties, e.g., Alpine and 
Sierra, to use only-VBM for all elections and to 
abandon traditional polling places. 

  

In many counties precincts with relatively few 
remaining polling-place-voters have either 
been consolidated or become only-VBM 
precincts. 

Many counties already conduct local, district, 
school and special elections using only-VBM 
procedures. 

  

Therefore, all counties already have the 
experience, equipment and staff to reliably run 
only-VBM elections.  All counties have even 
more years of experience with VBM 
ballots.  Consequently there would be minimal, 
or no, cost or added learning by staff to 
implement only-VBM for all elections.  

  

WASTEFUL DUPLICATION OF PARALLEL 
ELECTIONS 

For general elections most of our counties are 
now forced to run two elections in parallel – 
one with polling place procedures, the other 



with VBM procedures. Without loss to our 
democratic process we could drop the polling 
places.  Our democracy would be improved 
because only-VBM elections are more 
inclusive.  Compared to traditional polling 
place elections only-VBM is less expensive 
and relatively free from potential improper 
voting. 

**************************************************** 
  

APPENDIX A         COST SAVINGS WITH 
Only-VBM 

Lacking statewide data, example data from 
San Mateo County (SMC) are below.  Data 
from all 58 counties must be similar; but, 
should not be needed before initiating 
reform.  The revised law should allow each 
county to decide independently if only-VBM is 
appropriate for them.  Given only-VBM 
elections, savings for the whole State will be 
many times SMC’s savings. 
  
These example budget savings data were 
mostly derived from the Dec 2008 issue of 
“The Pollcat”, published by the office of the 
SMC Registrar of Voters and written by 



Warren Slocum, who was the Registrar for 
30+ years. 

         background data from November 2008 
election - San Mateo County 

# precincts         -   555            # precinct 
locations                      -   235 

# Field techs         -150           # Election 
Officers  (poll workers) - 2876  
  
Savings that could have been experienced 
by only-VBM, in 11/2008: 

(i)        Poll workers (2,876 x >$125 per 
worker/inspector)         =   >$359,500 

(ii)       Field Techs (150 x $320 per Field 
Tech)                       =       $48,000 

(iii)       Sample ballot mailing/printing 
(>389,719 x~$1/voter)=   >$400,000 

(iv)       Cost to maintain voting machines 
($200,000 per yr)  =    $100,000 

(v)        Costs of: 

Printing unused ballots and voting guides 
(available at the polls), 

50+ Training sessions for poll 
workers/inspectors/field techs, 

35+ Lab Practice sessions to train poll 
workers and inspectors, 



Courier travel to deliver and to collect ballots 
and precinct equipment,         

Precinct rental, equipment set up & materials 
for each location, 

Replacement of defunct voting machines and 
voting booths, and 

Poll worker recruitment, co-ordination 
(mailings), and check writing 

are estimated at, (but, not official) = $400,000 
to $500,000. 
 

 Subtotal of savings per election* for San 
Mateo County  > $1,000,000 

*Elections each year in SM County – (State 
wide + District + School, etc): 

 2010 -5,   2009 -4,   2008 -5,    2007 – 
3,    2006 -4,   2005 -4 
 

Added costs, which might have been 
incurred by only-VBM, in 11/2008: 

(i) More mailings to new VBM 
voters?         <$0.4 x 250,000  = <$100,000 

(ii) More personnel to tally more VBM 
ballots?                  (Maybe zero) 

(iii) Return postage charges? Zero to $0.50 x 
~400,000 voters = $0-$200,000 



(iv) 6 more scanner systems to tally VBM 
ballots  (a one time expense) 

Subtotal - added cost per election for SMC 
=   ~$100,000 to $300,000 
  
NET SAVINGS (est.)          November 2008 
=                  $700,000-$900,000 

If two elections per year, savings 
>$1,400,000 per year (just for SMC) 

 ****************************************************
************* 

APPENDIX B         SPEED OF REPORTING 
ELECTION RESULTS 

  

The commonly cited reason for delay of 
election results is the time required to tabulate 
ballots from “provisional 
envelopes”.  Provisional envelopes are 
required when a VBM voter arrives at county 
election headquarters or at a polling place and 
requests a replacement ballot but is unable to 
surrender the ballot that was mailed 
initially.  A voter may submit a replacement 
ballot only in a provisional envelope and must 
provide essential identification information and 
a signature on that envelope.  At election 



headquarters there must be verification that 
the voter did not already submit the initial 
ballot.  If there is not a duplication of ballots, 
the signature must be compared to the 
signature on the voter registration card.  Only 
then is the ballot removed from the envelope 
and counted. 

  

With only-VBM a voter may still obtain a 
replacement ballot and a provisional envelope. 
With only-VBM the frequency of use of 
provisional envelopes declines 90-95%, 
compared to when traditional polling places 
are used.  Therefore the time required to 
report final election results for only-VBM 
counties is much less than for polling-place 
counties. 

  

****************************************************
************* 
  

APPENDIX C   ACCESS ISSUES 

  

Counties already comply with mandated voter 
access requirements for both only-VBM and 
polling place elections.  Only-VBM elections 



utilize “Voter Assistance Centers” (VACs) for 
individuals who need special accommodations 
as well as for persons who like the feeling of 
voting at a traditional polling place on election 
day.  In recent elections such traditionalists 
have represented diminishing portions of the 
electorate.  These traditionalists have adapted 
to current only-VBM elections in California, as 
well as elsewhere.  There have been no 
claims of decreased voter turnout associated 
with changing to only-VBM elections.  In fact, 
only-VBM states report that voter turnout 
increases when traditional polling places 
procedures are replaced by only-VBM. 

  

During traditional elections, poll workers have 
noted that special accommodations (e.g., 
special voting machines at every precinct) for 
disadvantaged and disabled voters are rarely 
used. During only-VBM elections special 
accommodations and access are provided at 
VACs. 

  

Language accommodations, for various ethnic 
groups, are improved with only-VBM 



elections.  Upon registration voters select their 
desired language; appropriate ballots are 
mailed.  If help is needed to understand 
ballots, and/or procedures, VACs can provide 
sufficient assistance; in contrast most 
traditional polling places are sufficiently 
staffed with multilingual workers to assist 
diverse ethnic voters.  Also because sample 
ballots are eliminated with only-VBM, the real 
ballots are in all voters’ hands well before 
election day and individuals have more time to 
comprehend the issues/procedures as well to 
complete their ballots.  In contrast, at 
traditional polling places, persons who feel a 
lack of language proficiency, or lack of time or 
appropriate assistance may be reluctant 
exercise their right to vote.   For persons who 
need extra time/assistance the VAC 
environment of only-VBM elections is much 
more accommodating than can be provided 
with traditional elections. 

  

****************************************************
************* 
  

APPENDIX D         Only-VBM ELECTIONS 



ARE “GREENER” 

  

Several factors mentioned as cost savings, in 
Appendix A, also contribute to greener 
elections because less paper, gas, equipment, 
etc. are used: 

Sample ballots are not printed or mailed 

Extra ballots & voting guides are not printed 
for every precinct.         

Fuel for courier vehicles is greatly decreased 
with only-VBM 

         Fuel used by voters driving to polling 
places is saved with only-VBM 

         Fuel for poll workers/techs to get to 
training sessions & polls is saved 

         Check writing and mailing to poll 
workers, techs and couriers is saved 

         Numerous signs are not needed at 
hundreds of polling places 

         Training manuals for every poll 
worker/tech need not be made 

         Polling place flags need not be 
purchased 

         Special cases for transporting ballots 
to/from precincts are not needed 



         Multiple voting machines need not be 
made for every precinct 

         Triplicate voter rosters at every precinct 
are not needed 

Political party workers need not monitor the 
rosters at every precinct because a 
centralized roster for the county will be 
available 

  

****************************************************
************* 
  

APPENDIX E    FRAUD - TRADITIONAL vs 
Only-VBM ELECTIONS 

  

Although cases are highly publicized, voting 
fraud is virtually non-existent in California.  

  

Counties regularly review death records and 
DMV data to assure that the list of registered 
voters is free of registrants who recently 
moved or died. Only a handful of cases of 
duplicate voting or ineligible registrants have 
been discovered in California (as well as in 
Oregon and Washington).   

  



With VBM the key effective step in voter 
identification occurs when the voter signature 
and address are entered on the registration 
card.  When an only-VBM envelope is 
returned an automated signature recognition 
procedure occurs.  If the card and envelope 
signatures match the envelope is opened and 
a rapid scanning technology adds each voter’s 
input to the county tallies.   If the signatures 
do not match the envelope is not opened and 
the reason for the mismatch is investigated. 

  

With traditional polling place procedures, each 
registrant provides their name and address to 
a poll worker, who then finds the registrant on 
the roster of voters and has the voter sign 
their line on the roster.  There is no 
requirement that the voter show identification, 
unless the person is a first time voter.  The 
poll worker does know if the voter is who they 
claim to be; but this flaw has not been a 
source of voter fraud.  If ID was required 
California might move along the path that has 
voters being discriminated against in states 
that are requiring ID at the polls. 



         

Clearly polling place procedures are relatively 
susceptible to duplicate and improper 
voting.  And, election security with only-VBM 
procedures are inherently superior. 

  
ADDENDUM: I just found the 2011 and 2012 data for the line in Appendix A that 
deals with the number of elections each year. 
     previously it read                         2010 -5,  2009 -4,  2008 -5,  2007 -
3,   2006 -4,  2005 -4 
     it should read      2012 -4,  2011-3,  2010 -5,  2009 -4,  2008 -5,  2007 -
3,   2006 -4,  2005 -4 
 
Some readers may be interested in obvious extrapolations, which I did not 
attempt: 
(i) from estimate of $ potentially saved per election for SMC to $ saved per 
election for the whole state,           if 58 counties used only VBM; (my guess 
is that the whole state would be 30 or more larger) 
(ii) from just 1 or two elections to the actual numbers each year (here the 
multiplier might be 2-5); 
(iii) the potential savings over multiple years.  Over a decade it would be a 
lot of bucks! 

 
	  


